
The Ballad of the Worlds Lyrics

1 The Song

First there was a song, nothing but a song
Like a single ray, from a single sun
Pouring through the skies, an orchestra of grace
And voices of the stars, filling all the space

Then there was a dream, a golden shining dream,
Of living in the light, a land of living light
And everywhere we are, we hear the singing stars,
Pouring through the soul, the universe so whole\
Then there was a dream, then there was a dream

The dream became the Ones ,the ones who walked the land,
They knew they were the ones, the children of the sun
With eyes to see so far, and minds to know the stars, with eyes to see so far, and minds to
know the stars,
The dream became the ones, the dream became the ones

They walked upon the land, feet upon the sand
Their eyes of wonder see, their hands of touching thee,
And everywhere they go, everything they know
And everywhere they go, everything they know
Life is laughing, life is dancing, life is yearning to be……

2 The Children of the Sun

Once upon a time there was the Ones, who stood alone beneath the sun
Tall as a tree, eyes that could see, all o’er the world , all o’er the sea

They say that giants roamed the land, they saw the summer never end
They heard a voice within the sky
you’re all one heart , you’re all one mind

Feet in the earth, head in the stars, they carried everything too far
and by the turning of the sun, another world had begun

They saw so far , they stepped so high
They broke the hill and filled the sky
They shook the earth, they dug a hole
And fell inside and lost their soul, Where did they go?

Just an empty shell, no flame inside, just a hollow reed, a restless tide
Song out of time, with life’s design!



3 Love Has entered Time

The one became the two, a me and then a you
We danced beneath the sun, and sang unto he One
“ We are grateful , we are wise, we are born within your eyes
We are here forever more, we will never leave this shore”
The one became the two, the world was born anew
The wonder is it true?, you in me and me in you
Now the dance begins to fly, winds are spinning high
and visions flow like wine, for love has entered time
Time, Time, Time!
Now he is here and she is there, and the world begins to tear
A spinning in, a spinning down
Hearts bleeding on the ground, hearts bleeding on the ground
Your not in me ,I’m not in you
No longer one , forever two
We shook he earth, we dug a hole!
and fell inside…and lost our soul…and lost our soul

4 Masters of the Stone

They rose into the sky, They spread over the land
They could do anything, they could do anything
Masters of the stone, artists of the light
Wielders of the tone, masters of the night-side

They rose into the sky, they sailed over the seas
They could do anything, they could do anything
Master of the stone, artists of the light
Wielders of the tone, masters of the night-side, where did they go, where did they go!!!

Long, long was their day, wise and true their way
Once again a crack in time, when the sun forgot to shine, once again a crack in time , when the
sun forgot to shine

They saw so fares they stepped so high, they broke the hill and filled the sky
They shook the earth, and dug a hole
And fell inside and lost their soul. Where did they go?
Beneath the sea their bones do lie, masters of stone, artists of light, wielders of tone, masters
of night -side

5 The Wanderers

Down into the earth they creep, curl into a dreaming sleep
Earth surrounds with her heart, waiting for the skies to part



Waiting for the stars to sing, love’s alive in everything
Love’s alive in everything

Rise open your eyes, come come to the door
leave the shadows behind , life is waiting for more…
Rise…Come…Leave…More

Drifting on an endless sea, all of you and all of me
Islands rise like stepping stones, leading us to our western home
Gather round the chosen one, who knows the turning of the sun
He says; ‘Follow the wheel round and round, until your spirits voice is found”
Follow the wheel road and round until your spirits voce is found

And there you are, a shining star, a breathing moon , a living rune
A moving flame, a living name, a feather white, a wind of light…..

Where did you go?, on the endless rounds, foot prints everywhere, on the ancient ground
Did y0u find your voice? Did you find your star? Did you find your moon?
Did you find who you are?

6 The Long White Road

The long white road , has brought us here, eyes so wide and mind so clear
Look for all the beauty, that we are, we’re a living moment of the star

The long ,long road, every footprint it holds
A living endless stream, of all we’ve ever been
And everywhere we are , we hear the singing stars
And everywhere we go, everything we know…….

We are grateful, we are wise, we are born within your eyes, we are here for ever more , we will
never leave this shore
And here we are, and here we are, and here we are!!


